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These are some of the things that you can do with your child that link into our Spring 1  Curriculum Plan

Spring 1 
2021 

Our theme for this half term is
hot and cold. We will be
thinking about scientific
concepts such as freezing,
melting, cooling and heating as
well as thinking about different
places and different climates
around the world.

We have been working hard with the children to 
develop their skills in recognising numbers and 
knowing that numbers tell us how many objects 
are in a set. One of the books that we will be 
using to support children in this learning is ‘Dog 
Loves Counting’. Support your child at home by 
using numbers or spotting numbers whenever 
you can. Once children recognise the numeral 
we can begin to match number and quantity. 

Our focus Artist for this half term is
Azumo Makoto, a Japanese flower
artist who uses ice to capture his
creations and sculptures. We will be
‘trapping’ our own creations in ice and
creating ice sculptures.

.

Our Focus Book for this half term is
The Gingerbread Man. As well as the
fantastic repeated refrains we think
about story structure using this tale.
We can think about the beginning,
middle and end of the story and link it
to our concepts of heating and changing
properties of baked ingredients.

Help your child to settle in to Nursery 
again after the Holiday’s by talking to 
them about some of the activities on 
this parent plan. 

On 12th February it is Chinese
New Year. We will be listening
to different music and learning
about the Dragon dances as well
as tasting some yummy Chinese
foods.



The Snail and The Whale is a
fantastic book linking to our Topic
of Hot and Cold. The characters
go on an adventure to lots of
different places and we will be
creating our own small world
environments thinking about these
different places and climates
around the world.

We will be carrying on
with our yoga and dance
sessions during our
extended day provision
and using music from
‘The Snowman’ Story
alongside this.

As part of our thinking about hot and cold 
and also to link with our health and self 
care learning we will be thinking about 
dressing for the weather. If you have 
wellies/ hats and gloves for your child 
please send them in on your woodland 
days (please make sure they are all 
named)  

Why not have a go at making your own Gingerbread
Men? Children love to bake and there is so much
learning involved- maths, communication, expressive
arts and design and also the literacy link to our
focus story


